POLITICAL BOOKNOTES
Interpreting Elections. Stanley convictions of voters are weak.
Kelley. Princeton, $8.95. This book
Kelley’s data suggest that there
on political polling fails to live up has been a steady decline in the
to its promise, but it makes one in- strength of voter commitment from
triguing argument: the election of Eisenhower’s election in 1956
1980 was a landslide produced by through 1980. In 1952,7.3 percent
“weakly committed voters. ” It of those polled chose candidates in
may be that there was a new terms of the “lesser evils.” By
conservatism, or a new militarism, 1976, 20 percent were choosing
or some other overriding concern candidates that way. The victorious
in the land. But whatever patterns Eisenhower had a “credit rating,”
there were were weak patterns.
Kelley writes, of 1.42. The landThe strength (or weakness) of the slide election of 1972left President
relationship between the electorate Nixon with a credit rating of 3 3 .
and the elected can be more impor- Carter began his 1977 administratant than simple figures on who tion with a credit rating of .29.
won, and by how much. After all, Although Kelley does not give a
even when we confront a landslide similar rating for Reagan after the
for a Reagan, or a Nixon or 1980election, he implies that voter
Johnson, we are really talking commitment was no more intense
about the differences of a few toward him than toward Carter.
percentage points which, when
-Theodore Lo wi
distributed uniformly across the Caveat. Alexander Haig. Maccountry, can produce a revolution mdIan, $17.95. A valuable antidote
in House and Senate majorities and to conventional courses in
a 90 to 95 percent majority of elec- American government that delude
toral votes. Such apparent land- students into thinking that the
slides can wash awav fast where secretary of state is in charge of
foreign policy. This book reeks of
the reality of Haig’s anxiety and
sweating palms over what the boys
at the White House-mainly,
Baker, Deaver, Meese, and later
Clark-were doing behind his back
and his continuing doubt as to
whether he was really in control or
not.
-Charles Peters
Am rican
Democracy. Joan Didion. Simon
H%tory %E:
CasseIIe
and Schuster, $13.95. Didion’s
VIDROLIBRARY
point that liberal “do-gooders”
Thres(tre8tDemwaticPraidaPt.:
KenneqY, Truman.and Roosevelt
are to blame for the problems in
VIDEO TAPE INCLUDES:
the Third World and that sensible
e Kennedys lnauguratlon
The Cuban Missle Crisis
conservative patriots like Reagan
Kennedys State of the Union Address
JFK on Civil Rights
are merely acting to bail them out
JFK and Marttn Luther King
JFK Shot
is not new. It is a message that you
Dewey and Truman o n Campaign Trail
may or may not agree with. The
Trumans Inauguration
Truman speaks on Korean Crisis
real problem is that it hardly mat1951 State of Ihe Union Message
FDR Inauguration Speech
ters as most of this novel is simply
FDR outlines recovery
FDR speech “We wlll malch force
beside the point. What’s good
wilh force”
about Democracy is that Didion
These are a few of the great speeches
contained on th1s tape.
has the precious cultural preten-HOW TO ORDERyes you can h a w these collector Item Illma lolalllr
sions of the upper-middle classes
owe; 2 houn lor only $69.95 plus 12.00 shlpplnp. VH
BETA order loll FREE 24 hours. 1-800-835-224
down to a tee in her portrayals of
, orEx1.39
In Kansas, 1-800-i62-2421 Ex1.39.VISA
M
welcome. Send Checks or Money Orders Io Amerlcl
Harry Victor, the Kennedysque
liberal senator who wants to be
01
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president, and his lovely, fragile
wife Inez Victor, whose life of
privilege has so robbed her of imagination she has “come to view
most occasions as photo
opportunities. ”
Read Democracy for Inez. Read
it for the travel tips. If Inez went
there you know it must be divine.
But don’t read it expecting any
revelations about democracy.
-Mairi N, Morrison
Marrying Up: An American Dream
& Reality Why Some Make It Into
the Inner Circle and Others Never
Will. Joanna T. Steichen. Rawson,
$13.95. The title of this book is a
tease. There is actually very little
advice on how to marry up, and
Steichen, a psychotherapist and
widow of photograper Edward
Steichen,has an edge of disdain for
anyone who makes marrying up a
quest.
After references to Jane Austen
and Henry James to establish her
serious intent, Steichen spends
most of the book explaining at dull
length how “marrying up” means
different things to different people
and describing the style of living
various degrees of wealth offer.
Her hardcore gold-digging advice consists of suggestions such as,
attend horse shows, or hang
around the dock at private
marinas. She also recommends finding the richest person at school or
work and giving that person
compliments: “You d o such
wonderful things with a simple
scarf,” or “That flower arrangement comes from the palette of an
angel.” If this doesn’t send you
barreling down the aisle with a
Rockefeller, Steichen offers instructive case histories of people
who have married up written in a
sort of Cosmo-with-a-Ph.D.
style.
In the end she does provide some
common sense ideas about
marrying-namely stop worrying
about marrying up and get involved in a job you like, do
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‘AllAmericans who cherish our
freedom of the press should be
gratefil to Joe Spear, one of the
country’s best investigative journalists,for this excellent book.” *

Presidents
and
the
Press Joseph C. Spear

The Nixon Legacy

Washington journalist Joe Spear tells the fascinating and chilling story of how news
reaches-or doesn’t reach-our newspapers and television screens. He outlines the strategies of the spokesmen, pollsters, image merchants, TV experts, media monitors, and
“enforcers” on the media teams who have increasingly attempted to manipulate the press
and manage the news so that it reflects favorably on the president.
“The book is a gold mine of never-before-told inside stories, shocking scandals, and
entertaining anecdotes-some hilarious, some frightening, all interesting, which together
give us the incredible account of how the government routinely deceives, misleads, and
lies to the public and the press.” -Cleveland Amory*
“After reading this book, you will know a great deal more about how little the president,
any president, wants you to know and about how skillfully the president’s men manage too
much of the news.”-Nat Hentoff
$19.95

The Spot

The Rise of Political
Advertising on Television

Edwin Diamond and Stephen Bates
This lively history of the short political commercial that has become the dominant form
of persuasion in America’s political campaigns covers the launching of John Glenn, Ike,
Nixon’s “Checkers,” “Johnson’s infamous !‘Daisy” spot; Gerald Ford’s “Feelin’ Good
About America” series; the “Lifestyle Campaign”; “Prime-Time President,” and much
more.
Diamond and Bates interview the chief media practitioners and political marketers,
noting the effects of their handiwork on the outcome of candidates’ efforts. Scores of
storyboards and illustrations from key campaigns are analyzed according to the authors’
original classification of polispot techniques.
$17.50 illus.
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